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This paper describes considerations when measuring and characterizing gate
drivers. Topics addressed in this paper are:
►► Challenges and techniques presently used
►► Techniques and considerations for measuring the high side gate driver
►► Techniques and considerations for measuring the low side gate driver
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Introduction
One of the primary purposes of a gate driver is to enable power switches to turn on and
off faster, improving rise and fall times. Faster switching enables higher efficiency and
higher power density, reducing losses in the power stage associated with high slew rates.
However, as slew rates increase, so do measurement and characterization uncertainty.
Effective measurement and characterization considerations must account for:
►► Proper gate driver design
–– Accurate timing (propagation delay in regard to skew, PWD, jitter)
–– Controllable gate rise and fall times
–– Robustness against noise sources (input glitches and CMTI)
►► Minimized noise coupling
►► Minimized parasitic inductance
The trend for silicon based power designs over wide bandgap power designs makes measurement and characterization a greater challenge. High slew rates in SiC and GaN devices present designers with hazards such as large overshoots and ringing, and potentially
large unwanted voltage transients that can cause spurious switching of the MOSFETs.
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Commonly used measurement and characterization
techniques
On designs with faster switching (> 10 V/ns slew rate), direct measurements may not
always be possible. Issues that complicate typical measurement techniques are high
common mode voltage at higher frequencies, noise coupling, strict layout requirements
and sensitivity to additional inductance when adding wire for performing current measurements. To characterize the design, designers measure where possible, and when direct measurement is not an option, they employ alternative methods such as extensive
simulation, measuring the low side (ground referenced) switch and inferring the results to
the high side switch, examining thermal characteristics, attempting EMI proximity probing and, at times, relying on trial and error methods. An additional practice is to carefully
manage the packaging and layout to avoid parasitic components that add noise or spikes
and may result in gate ringing, sustained oscillation and even device failure. This paper
will discuss practices for direct measurement of the high and low side gate drivers.
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Measuring the high side gate driver
When possible, measuring both high side and low side gate drivers to verify simulation
results is the preferred method. These measurements are usually attempted when the rise
and fall times are 10 V/ns or slower. Faster edge rates may introduce errors due to common mode voltage and differential probe limitations.
Accurate measurement of the time aligned high side and low side events is critical to
avoid simultaneous conduction of the two FETs. Properly managing the interactions between high side and low side gate drivers during switching transitions introduces additional challenges such as ensuring adequate dead time. The higher switching frequencies
of wide bandgap converters call for very short dead times. This requires the propagation
delays between high side and low side gate drivers, and between the high side and low
side MOSFETs themselves, to be closely matched. If these signals cannot be accurately
measured, the dead time will have to be increased to safeguard against shoot through,
minimizing the benefit and efficiency of a wide bandgap converter.
Because the high side gate is referenced to the switch node and not ground, these measurements require a differential probe. While a differential probe is the best choice for
calculating the difference between two points, it is important to understand potential
limitations due to a differential probe’s peaked step response, probe noise, the probe’s
common mode rejection ratio and effects caused by the probe’s long input leads. These
limitations are even more pronounced when testing on power devices with fast switching
rates and even nominal common mode voltage.

3.1 Source of measurement error: peaked step response
When evaluating the rising and falling edges of gate drivers, users should pay more attention to a differential probe’s rise time specification than to its bandwidth. After all, this
is a time domain measurement and it is critical to understand how accurately the probe
and oscilloscope represents the true signal in the time domain. The best method for
evaluating a probe’s rise time capability is to evaluate the probe’s step response against
a known fast high voltage reference. The step response reference signal should ideally be
at least a 1 kV signal with less than 20 ns rise time.
There are two methods for specifying rise time that some manufacturers employ which
should cause concern for users:
►► Warranting the probe’s rise time using a small signal. Manufacturers that employ this
method will use a small voltage step reference with a fast edge for specifying their
high voltage differential probe’s rise time. There is typically a note in the manual that
will include a disclaimer such as “Output may be slew rate limited for large amplitude
signals.” In short, the rise time specification is determined using a signal of less than
20 V.
►► Artificially peaking the front edge to get the rated performance. In order to obtain the
specified bandwidth value of interest, the probe output will display a large “hump” at
the front edge of the probe’s output response. This hump is an artifact of artificially
increasing the gain to boost the performance. It should be noted the front edge of the
displayed signal contains the signal’s high frequency content and manipulating this
portion of the frequency response will affect accuracy.
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By comparison, the R&S®RT-ZHD high voltage differential probes are specified using a
fast, large signal reference to determine the probe’s actual rise time. This is the only true
method for determining an accurate rise time specification. The signal in Fig. 1 shows the
step response of a reference signal with 1 kV amplitude and a slew rate of 61 V/ns. The
measured rise time of this step response is 12 ns. The observed step response of these
probes is extremely flat with negligible peaking at the front edge.

Step signal: 1 kV, 61 V/ns

Fig. 1: 12 ns rise time without any overshoot

3.2 Source of measurement error: probe noise
Probes have attenuation factors (e.g. 10×, 100×) to reduce the input signal and keep it
within the operating range of the oscilloscope’s frontend. While attenuation extends the
measurement range, the trade-off is a lower signal-to-noise ratio. An attenuator will reduce the signal by its attenuation factor and the signal is then amplified in the oscilloscope. However, not only is the attenuated signal amplified but so is the random probe
noise that results in higher noise and a lower signal-to-noise ratio. A probe’s noise specification is usually described in a data sheet as input referred noise or random noise.
A probe with switchable attenuation factors will always have less noise in the probe’s
lower attenuation setting. When using an R&S®RT-ZHD probe, always select the lower attenuation range if the signal of interest falls within the dynamic range of the attenuation
setting. It is important to consider a probe’s noise specification when measuring small
signals in the presence of large voltages such as a gate driver measurement. The lower
noise of an R&S®RT-ZHD probe compared to a competitor’s probe is clearly seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Bandwidth = 200 Hz (green: R&S®RT-ZHD16, orange: competitor’s probe)
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Most differential probes include long input leads to comply with safety standards and
for user convenience. Any mismatch in how the radiated emissions are coupled onto
the leads will result in measurement error. Even if it was possible to perfectly match the
inputs to a differential amplifier, attaching anything to the amplifier inputs in an uncontrolled environment will result in some measurement error. A good tip is to twist the input leads as shown in Fig. 3 to cancel noise induced onto the input leads. Input leads that
form a large loop area pick up any radiated electromagnetic field that passes through the
loop. The fields induce noise in the input leads that appears as a differential mode signal.

Untwisted leads

Twisted leads
Fig. 3: Twisting the leads minimizes the loop area

An additional advantage of the R&S®RT-ZHD probes is an integrated switchable analog
lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 5 MHz. For measurements with long leads, it is
convenient to reduce overshoot and noise by activating the bandwidth limit as shown in
Fig. 4.
Full bandwidth

With 5 MHz lowpass

11 dB

Frequency domain

Fig. 4: Using long leads turns on lowpass
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Time domain

3.3 Source of measurement error: poor common mode rejection ratio
Common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) specifies a differential probe’s ability to reject any
signal that is common to both test points in a differential measurement. A perfect differential probe would have an infinite CMRR across all frequencies. However, traditional differential probes are fundamentally limited because it is impossible to perfectly match the
probe inputs.
A differential probe’s CMRR specification is frequency dependent. Most differential
probes have a CMRR value of 80 dB or higher at DC and low frequencies, where tuning
the components accurately is more likely. At higher frequencies, the mismatches in the
probe become increasingly harder to control and the CMRR specification degrades.
Consider the CMRR versus frequency plot of the R&S®RT-ZHD probes in Fig. 5. As shown
in the plot, these probes have a high CMRR capability across frequency represented by
the shaded blue area. These probes have a usable CMRR specification for accurately
measuring the high side gate driver on most IGBT and even SiC designs.

Fig. 5: CMRR versus frequency plot of the R&S®RT-ZHD

When determining if a probe has a sufficient CMRR for your measurement, it is important
to match the edge rate of the signal, not the fundamental switching frequency, to the corresponding CMRR value. This corresponding value can be easily determined by examining the CMRR versus frequency plot typically found in the product’s user manual.
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Measuring the low side and inferring the result to
the high side
A common method for evaluating fast switching designs is to measure at the low or
ground referenced gate driver and infer the result to the high side. This technique is employed when the high side cannot be directly measured accurately without resorting to
extremely expensive equipment that may not be worth the cost-benefit trade-off. Using
sound measurement practices on the low side will produce meaningful information for
the majority of designs.
A common tool for making ground referenced measurements is the passive probe that
ships with an oscilloscope. For many applications, this kind of probe is useful for making
direct measurements to characterize the device, but care should be taken when attaching
the probe to ground.

4.1 Source of measurement error: effects of ground lead inductance
A long ground lead is convenient because many test points may be accessed with one
ground connection. However, any piece of wire has distributed inductance, and this distributed inductance reacts to AC signals by increasingly impeding AC current flow as
signal frequency increases. The inductance of the probe’s ground lead combined with the
probe’s input capacitance will cause ringing at a certain frequency as described by the
following formula:

f

1
2π LC

where
f = ring frequency
L = the inductance caused by the probe’s ground solution
C = the input capacitance of the probe

Because every passive probe requires some kind of ground connection, every passive
probe will have a ring frequency. The ring frequency is minimized by either reducing the
length of the probe’s grounding solution or using a probe with lower input capacitance.
Wire has around 20 nH of inductance per inch, so a typical 6 inch ground lead has roughly 120 nH of inductance. A typical passive probe has 12 pF input capacitance, which
gives a resonant frequency of 133 MHz. This 133 MHz ring frequency would be present
even in passive probes with 500 MHz bandwidth or higher.
The deeper in the rolloff region the ring frequency lies, the less accurate the waveform
capture for that probe and ground lead combination. The measurement system will act as
a lowpass filter, attenuating the high frequency content. The simplest solution to improve
the ring frequency is to use a shorter grounding wire such as a short ground spring. A
short ground spring will reduce the inductance and decrease the LC value, moving the
ring frequency out past the frequency range of interest. The shortest possible ground
connection can be achieved using a probe tip adapter with a socket that accommodates
the probe tip and uses a BNC barrel for the connection to ground.
An additional negative consequence of using the long ground lead is that the grounding wire can act as an antenna or a loop, coupling capacitive and magnetic information.
Reducing the ground lead length reduces exposure to radiated emissions near the transformer and switching devices. If a longer ground lead is required, the user should be
careful not to place the grounding wire near a transformer or switching device.
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Measuring gate drive current
Gate current is a strength metric that determines how fast the gate can be turned on and
off. To determine whether gate current is sufficient, drive strength is usually measured in
peak current or in the driver output resistance by measuring the voltage across the external gate resistor.
The gate driver current may be measured using a clamp-on current probe. Using this kind
of current probe for this measurement can have significant drawbacks. First, a current
probe requires a piece of wire to be soldered into the circuit. Adding this measurement
loop will introduce additional inductance, altering the circuit’s behavior. Also, current
probes with sufficient bandwidth to measure faster switching devices typically have lower
dynamic range. A current probe with sufficient dynamic range will most likely lack the required bandwidth.
An alternative method is to take advantage of the external series resistor used to change
the gate driver’s rise and fall time by using a differential probe to measure the voltage
across this resistor. With a known voltage and resistance, the current can be easily calculated. Care should be used to practice sound differential measurement practices described in the “Measuring the high side gate driver” section.
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